
…feminism is angela davis speaking at occupy wall street

feminism is judith butler speaking at occupy wall street…

feminism is “i want a dyke for president” being read out loud by hundreds of people in a public square in 

madrid…

feminism is wu tsang… 

feminism is louise bourgeois…

feminism can be a structure…

feminism is you right now reading this

feminism is what you do right after you read this

zoe leonard, “some moments from a feminist year,” TzK, 72-73.1

• i2 remember june 9th, 2018, hyehwa protest: “my life is not your porn.”3

• i commemorate the international memorial day for the ‘comfort women.’4 5

• i wear yellow awareness ribbon in memory of the sewol disaster.6 7

• i anonymously check unlike button on misogynistic replies and posts.8

• i assent to people’s petitions about women’s rights for women’s rights.9

• i am against the criminalization of abortion.10

• i am a feminist and christian.

• i am a feminist christian and/or a christian feminist.11

• i am a christian therefore i support LGBTQ …(+)

• i read bible from a perspective of feminisms since the 500th anniversary of the reformation.12 13

ruth’s obedience is ‘radical passivity.’14 15

ruth as ‘the moabitess’16 indicates she is a gentile, and she is an ancestor of jesus.17 

deborah is the only female prophets in bible.18

eve ate the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil, not the fruit of the tree of good and evil.19

god created all things with words except adam from the dust and eve from one of his ribs.20 and jesus was born…

tamar, rahab, ruth, uriah’s wife[bathsheba], and mary.21

• i still go to church because i believe in jesus.22

• the institutionalized churches is not the church which bible speaks.23 24

• the number of pastors is overflowing unnecessarily, and there are still too many male pastors.

• following the patriarchal dichotomy system of churches is the disappearance of the cultural hybridity and the 

disappearance of the borderlands of the ‘mestiza.’25

• 

• speaking in tongues is not a privilege. while this is our act of writing,26 this is my discipline to not lose my 

stance as feminist and christian.

• church causes a remorse of conscience in a very diverse and unimaginable way.

• “guilt is a response to one’s own actions or lack of action.”27

• i play keyboard in a church worship band. i want to quit. but i have to take my responsibility. i feel guilt. 

• i write this is my anger response to churches.

• i do not waste ‘me,’ my emotion, energy, body and time, not to be angry; i use me to prove that my ‘anger’28 

is not fury, rage, and hatred.

• i now remember sojourner truth.

• i now remember trinh t. minh-ha.

• i now remember audre lorde.

• i now remember larissa lai.

• 

• 

• i now remember jack halberstam.

• i now remember angela y. davis.

• i now remember judith butler.

• i now want to remember sandy stone.

• i now want to remember susan stryker.

• i am a woman. i recognize that it is my privilege to state this. gender is not the either of female and male. 

but it is not also gender-less. it should be further divided. gender is a sum of fragments of the division.

• i am heterosexual. i recognize that it is also my privilege. i am doubtful of (having/being in) a relationship. 

i am not looking for a partner.

• i do not wear makeup, i do not cut my hair.

• i achieved a jewellery design diploma, and i do not wear jewellery.

• the land acknowledgment: for immigrants who have forsaken their homes to survive, it is harsh to imply that 

they are perpetual foreigners. however, we must not forget the fact that indigenous people of this land have 

become alienated on their own land.

• the end-of war declaration on the korean peninsula is feminism: the declaration is indispensable to reform 

of the conscription system in south korea.
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